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INTRODUCTION 
 
Further to the comments from the WAOS President in the programme about the 
background of this production, the group took an artistic and financial risk to 
celebrate their Centenary. However, it was a challenge met with considerable success 
by this enterprising and talented society. Franky Garland’s score was tuneful and 
often moving, beautifully orchestrated by Phil Toms, and Sarah Osborne’s book and 
lyrics told the true story with depth and compassion. Well done! 
 
FRONT OF HOUSE/PUBLICITY 
 
We were warmly and efficiently greeted by the friendly and helpful F.O.H. team. We 
had been given the seats we requested and had a clear view of the stage. Bar facilities 
were open pre-show and in the interval. The coffee was much appreciated and we also 
partook of an ice cream too!  
The professional and glossy programme was impressive, full of information, historical 
context, photographs of the cast and an attractive front cover. Well done! 
 
SETTING 
 
This was a simple, uncluttered and effective design, with a rustic looking wooden 
wall at the back, and different items hung upon it to denote different locations. This 
was very effective and ensured the action moved seamlessly. A flight of steps stage 
right led up to a bridge across the top of the set, which gave visual height and variety 
to exits and entrances. Properties and simple pieces of furniture were well-chosen and 
mainly using the cast to make scene changes added to the fluency of the production. 
 
LIGHTING AND SOUND 
 
The lighting design highlighted well the different scenes and times of day, adding a 
lot of atmosphere to the action. We thought that the all-important fire at the beginning 
could have been more visually impactful; cues were smooth, despite the LED spots 
occasionally moving slightly behind the beat of scene beginnings. 
At the performance we attended, the sound levels were very good; the radio mics 
were used well to present clarity of dialogue, and the balance between the singers and 
orchestra just right to our ears! Thank you! 
 
COSTUMES 
 
The story was set in 1828, during the reign of King George IV; fashions were on the 
cusp of Regency and Victorian, therefore this was not an easy period to present. As 
always, the wardrobe team did a commendable job with an eclectic mix of costumes. 
With such a large cast, it does make trying to stick to one specific era quite difficult 



but the characters themselves were clearly defined by what they wore, helped by 
sympathetic hairstyling and make-up. Generally, the actors wore the same costume 
throughout and the effect was colourful and attractive, if perhaps too clean and tidy, 
particularly in the presentation of the poorer characters. 
 
MUSIC 
 
We must congratulate the orchestra, under the skilled musical direction of Jessie 
Tabor, for its professional interpretation of Franky Garland’s original score. Timing 
was excellent and the singers were very well supported. There were some impressive 
solo vocals and the ensemble sang beautifully, sounding confident and well-rehearsed.  
Well done everyone! 
 
CHOREOGRAPHY 
 
The dancing and movement of the company, choreographed by Shelley Fenn and 
Gemma Gray, added so much to the enjoyment of this production. Again, things 
looked well-rehearsed and confident whilst supporting the different abilities of the 
cast. The contrast between the almost anarchic movement of the policemen, with the 
lovely dance between the two young lovers in DuCane’s song (we took this to be a 
past remembrance) exemplified the care that had gone into this aspect of the show. 
 
PRINCIPAL CAST 
 
BETTY GOODWIN: Meg Abbott gave a natural and believable performance as the 
feisty, budding newspaper reporter. Her character pre-empting the women’s 
movement that developed decades later. Meg’s performance had grit but also much 
emotion as James’ bereft girlfriend, who eventually found happiness with his brother 
in the touching climax of the story. Meg’s singing in Betty’s solos and duets was 
powerful, Very well done! 
 
JAMES COOKE: Dannii Carr went through a range of emotions as the innocent 
victim of this piece. He clearly showed his love for his family and Betty, to the pain 
of being accused and then to the acceptance of his final death. Dannii was confident 
and clearly spoken, acting with conviction, and showing strong singing and dancing 
skills. Excellent work!  
 
DORCAS COOKE: Without over playing anything, Emma Loring gave an emotional, 
and moving, performance as the loving, bereft mother of James. Despite the weight of 
the world on her shoulders, Emma showed Dorcas’ inner strength, going through a 
range of emotions, not only in her acting but in her beautiful singing. Her duet with 
Harriet, “This Can’t Go On” was an emotional highlight for us. Very well done! 
 
HARRIET HAYLES: Justine Ephgrave played Dorcas’ more affluent and dominant 
sister. The relationship between the two women was very well shown, as was the 
contrast in their personalities; yet their bond was evident. Justine was confident, and 
really established herself as a force to be reckoned within the community. Her singing 
was excellent, and the aforementioned duet with Dorcas was memorable. This was a 
very enjoyable, and believable, portrayal. 
 



WILL COOKE: As James’ brother, Ben Rolph’s performance really came into its 
own in the second half of the show, when his relationship with Betty developed. 
Ben’s character went from anger to joy, and he conveyed this with sincerity and 
genuine feeling, leading us to a positive ending. 
 
PETER DuCANE III: This was a very strong performance from the ever-reliable 
Stewart Adkins. He was not a sympathetic character, with his aggressive persona and 
contempt for the poor. However, in his powerfully sung, second-act solo, Stewart 
showed us the complexity of the man, and helped us to understand him on a deeper 
level and why he behaved as he did. Well done! 
 
FRANKLYN WATERS: As the editor of the local newspaper, Michael Mundell 
Poole shared some strong scenes with his apprentice Betty, and made a good foil to 
her aspirations, representing the male dominance of the profession. Michael clearly 
showed us that the thirst for good copy is not a recent media phenomenon! 
 
WILLIAM WRIGHT LUARD: Tim Clarke caught the pomposity of the local 
Magistrate, who was so convinced of his own rightness, and would not listen to 
reason. He was well supported in this by Tracey Hackett as his superior wife, 
CHARLOTTE; they had to show genuine remorse at the end of the story, when 
asking Dorcas for forgiveness. Nice work from both performers! 
 
SARAH HUTLEY: Fresh from her success in “Made in Dagenham”, talented Amy 
Pryce gave a performance of warmth, strength and clarity as this sympathetic and 
supportive school teacher. Well done! 
 
EDMUND POTTO: As the domineering bully, who was the true perpetrator of the 
crime, Will Hackett was a strong presence in the production. His farewell solo 
“Across the Horizon” gave us an opportunity to relish Will’s outstanding singing 
voice. Well done! Katie Galley, as his sister LILLIAN, made the most of her solo 
number, “I Know It’s Wrong.” 
 
JUSTICE LAWLEY: Tim Sheppard was truly formidable, in face and voice, as the 
grim and unbending Judge who showed James no mercy, despite the feelings of the 
Jury. One could only sympathise with his poor wife MARGARET, played by Maeve 
Borges, who shone in her monologue when she revealed her feelings towards him! 
 
There was nice character work from Vicki Childs, Libby Johnson, Richard Herring, 
Celia Greaves, and Matt Waldie, in other roles, and indeed everyone in the cast 
played a named Witham resident, creating a strong ensemble throughout the 
production. So congratulations to: Darcy, Grace (two well-behaved children), Trevor, 
Gary, Cleo, Ron, Claire, Anita, Steph, Alice, Debbie and Maddie, for their committed 
acting and singing, which added so much to the success of the show. 
 
PRODUCTION 
 
All credit to director Rhianna Howard for pulling together all the aspects that went 
into creating an original musical production. It was a memorable achievement. The 
concept for the production meant that it was uncluttered, and flowed well, in a 
cinematic manner. We were held by the story, and were able to empathise with the 



characters. The ending was moving and uplifting. Sometimes the action was a bit 
static, but the use of good choreography interspersed these moments. The story was 
very sombre, and the comic device of the Gilbert and Sullivanish style policemen, 
added some necessary, if contrived, humour to the proceedings. 
We really didn’t know what to expect of this show and we were so impressed.  
EVERYONE involved in the production should be proud of their achievements. 
Here’s to WAOS’ next hundred years! 
 
Best wishes, 
Anne Sexton & Andrew Hodgson (Adjudicators) 
 
 


